Accuracy: excellent, elegant, solid, secure,
confidence, meticulous
Dynamics: quiet, whispering, hushed,
muted, subdued, ghostly, delicate, intense,
powerful, thundering, strong, booming, rise,
swell, surge, dying away, wane, recede, taper
off, lighten up
Interpretation: breathy, melting, energy,
mousey, soft like a snowflake, serene,
choppy, transition, expressive, refreshing,
rounded, light, burst of excitement, dramatic,
drab, engaging, , balloon, come alive,
exciting, frightening, foreboding, restores,
thin, rejuvenating, lifts your mood, heals,
invigorating, full, strident, makes you happy,
cures, empowers, exhilarate, incite, stir,
lyrical, singable, tuneful, lilting, melodious,
diatonic, repetitive, sparkling, twinkling,
brilliant, swirling, sonorous, playful, witty,
teasing, adventurous, exuberant, riotous, far
away, kaleidoscopic, dramatic, graceful,
sophisticated, undulating serious,
determined, hypnotic, scholarly, hint of
brooding cathartic, serene, intricate, wry,
exploding, glorious, triumphant, wonderful,
thrilling, flowing, somber dramatic,
bombastic, colorful, gorgeous, sensitive,
lovely, graceful, evocative, a lot of cheer or
cheerful, jaunty spirit, nice character, perky,
groove, energy, stylistic, sparkle, echo,
magisterial, smooth, fire wandering, ambling,
meaningful
Mood: raucous, eerie, mysterious, grand,
delicate, lively, spooky, character, colors,
boldness, mellow, nuanced, captured, relax,
elegant, tension, fun, energetic, contrast,
bright, soothing, calm, reedy, relaxing,
meditative, exciting, shrill, dark, stimulating,
enlightening, urgent, majestic, serene,
sublime, stately, courtly, understated,
plaintive, lofty, celestial, tranquil, mysterious,

Mood Cont.poignant, jaunty, heartbreaking,
joyful, tense, sparkling, intense, revolutionary,
upbeat, bouncy, humorous, enchanting,
disturbing, inspirational, inspiring
Personal: thoroughly enjoyed, natural ability,
wonderful, lovely, good presentation,
pleasure, strong, bravo, mature, solid,
concentrate, shape, fabulous, confident,
wow!! Empty, you seem to enjoy. . .
Questions and images: can you hear,
journey, where does it flow to?
Rhythm/tempo: gallop, meticulous, even,
pulse, freedom, sharp, clean, steady, stable,
precise, ambitious, jocular
Structure: phrase, question/answer, theme,
ostinato, loop, motif, cadence, solo,
statement, repetition, transition, climax,
introduction, bridge, development, exposition,
coda, binary, ternary, rondo, sonata, theme,
variations, ABA, AB, stepwise motion, leaps,
Suggestions: voicing, tempo, smell the
roses, hand position, bench position, spice up
your practice with, drill, try how about, good
recovery, blend, fluctuations, pointier, bite
steady
Technique: attacked, clean, control, crisp,
dancing, exciting, execute, flowing, fluid,
heavy fingered, light, precision, running,
sharper, steady, stream of sound, tripping,
driving, flowing
Tone Quality: delicate, opaque, rich, blurred,
caramelly, bright, crystalline, firm, lush,
balance, distant, full, ringing, bold, sustained,
deep, thunderous, bright, singing, brassy,
gentle, harsh, loud, melodious, piercing,
resonant, romantic, sensitive, soft, strong,
warm, muddy, pure, clean, , ringing, bright,
vibrant, ethereal, clear, piercing, velvety, silky,
pretty bright (er)

